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To learn about a physical system of interest, experimental results must be able to discriminate among 
models. We introduce a geometrical measure to quantify the distance between models for pseudoscalar-
meson photoproduction in amplitude space. Experimental observables, with finite precision, map to 
probability distributions in amplitude space, and the characteristic width scale of such distributions 
needs to be smaller than the distance between models if the observable data are going to be useful. 
We therefore also introduce a method for evaluating probability distributions in amplitude space that 
arise as a result of one or more measurements, and show how one can use this to determine what 
further measurements are going to be necessary to be able to discriminate among models.

© 2016 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction

Nuclear and hadron physics have entered an era of high pre-
cision measurements from often very demanding experiments. In 
the planning stage, it is important to estimate the potential impact 
of a particular set of measurements. High impact experiments are 
ones in which there is a large potential for the data to constrain 
the models of the underlying physical processes of interest, typ-
ically by greatly reducing uncertainties in model parameters. An 
analysis of nucleon–nucleon scattering data, for example, with ad-
vanced statistical methods [1] allows one to infer the parameters 
and corresponding errors in nucleon–nucleon potentials. Statistical 
methods that are designed to reliably infer parameters from exper-
imental data are, however, not necessarily optimized to estimate 
the potential impact of various combinations of possible experi-
ments. In other words, model discrimination often requires different 
strategies than parameter estimation within models [2–4].

In this paper we lay out a framework that can be used to obtain 
estimates of the possible impact of (combinations) of polariza-
tion measurements in pseudoscalar-meson photoproduction from 
the nucleon (hereafter denoted as γ N → M B). Information about 
the reaction amplitudes in a particular range of kinematics is the 
key to discriminating between two or more models. In imaging 
systems, the Rayleigh criterion is used to determine whether two 
or more light sources can be resolved from each other. We de-
velop an analogue of this criterion which requires a measure of 
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the distance between models in amplitude space, and a means 
of determining the characteristic spread of probability densities 
in amplitude space that result from measurement of observables. 
Amplitude space is defined as the parameter space of the reac-
tion amplitudes. The latter are connected with the probability of 
two particles with given spin and four-momentum to interact with 
each other and end up in a well-defined final reaction channel.

Several models for the underlying reaction mechanisms of 
γ N → M B reactions are available. Some of the most common ap-
proaches are the coupled-channel (CC), isobar and hybrid isobar-
Regge models. All of these aim to extract s-channel resonance 
content from experimental data. In most cases, model assumptions 
are required to describe other contributing mechanisms (referred 
to as “the background”). After decades of research, however, the 
precise underlying resonance content is still under debate. With 
the inclusion of more diverse and high-statistics experimental data, 
the list of known resonances of the Review of Particle Physics [5]
has changed. A detailed knowledge of the reaction amplitudes as 
a function of kinematical variables should enable one to discrimi-
nate among various reaction models, but it is necessary to perform 
measurements of several γ N → M B polarization observables to 
access the reaction amplitudes.

At fixed kinematics, four complex reaction amplitudes deter-
mine the γ N → M B dynamics. The kinematics are fixed by the 
invariant mass W and the cosine of the center-of-mass (c.m.) 
scattering angle θc.m., and there is a one-to-one relation between 
(W , cos θc.m.) and the Mandelstam variables (s, t). It was suggested 
[6,7] that a selection of polarization measurements may lead to a 
situation where all reaction amplitudes are known to the extent 
le under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by 
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that the outcome of any future experiment could be predicted. In 
Ref. [7] it was shown that eight well-chosen observables suffice 
to unambiguously determine the amplitudes. One refers to a such 
a combination of observables as a “complete set”. However, this 
is only true in a mathematical sense, and it has been established 
that there is no such thing as complete sets when dealing with 
data with finite error bars [8–12].

Two categories can be distinguished for polarization observ-
ables: single-polarization (S = {� (beam), T (target), P (recoil)}) 
where only one of the initial and final state particles is polar-
ized, and double-polarization that require two polarized particles. 
The latter category can be subdivided into three categories: beam–
recoil (BR = {Cx, Cz, O x, O z}), beam–target (BT = {E, F , G, H}) 
and target–recoil (T R = {Tx, T z, Lx, Lz}) observables [13]. These 
are connected to the reaction amplitudes through bilinear rela-
tions (see e.g. Ref. [8]). We note that in practice, experiments are 
configured to have beam polarization, target polarization, the abil-
ity to determine recoil polarization or some combination thereof. 
Each of these experimental configurations are sensitive to different 
combinations of “observables”, and so not all observables can be 
measured in isolation [14].

Models that are fitted to the published observables, can in fact 
have very different reaction amplitudes. An example is the BT
double polarization observable E in �γ �p → π+n that was measured 
recently [15]. Despite the availability of data for other observables, 
the existing γ p → π+n models predicted a large range of values of 
E at similar kinematic points (see Fig. 3 in Ref. [15]), pointing to 
substantial differences among the models at the amplitude level. 
The overall or “global” performance of two models can be com-
pared by averaging their least squared-distance to the measure-
ments over all experimentally probed kinematics. More restrictive 
is a “local” model discrimination, where models are compared at 
specific kinematics (s, t). A partial-wave analysis parametrizes the 
cos θc.m. dependence of the reaction amplitudes at fixed s and can 
be regarded as an analysis technique that falls in between “local” 
and “global”. In this work, we focus on the most local (and com-
pletely model-independent) form of amplitude analysis, but we 
note that in practice it is probable that model comparison will be 
done with partial wave analyses. The question that we aim to ad-
dress is what kind of experimental results do we need to be able 
to discriminate between various models at specific kinematics.

In this work we use transversity amplitudes (TA), where particle 
spins are quantized in a transverse basis. The TA have so-called 
“optimally simple” relations [16] to the observables, in which the 
single-polarization observables depend on the amplitude moduli 
only [8,9]. The transition amplitude TB

T ,R for a fixed photon B, 
nucleon T and baryon R polarization, reads

T B
T ,R ≡ uR

B ε
μ
B ĴμuT

N . (1)

The uB (uN ) denotes the recoil (target) Dirac spinor, Ĵμ the inter-
action current and εμ

B the γ -polarization four-vector. For a linearly 
polarized photon along the x or y axis one has εμ

B=x = (0, 1, 0, 0), 
ε
μ
B=y = (0, 0, 1, 0). The transversity basis is defined as

b1 = T y
+y,+y, b2 = T y

−y,−y, b3 = T x−y,+y, b4 = T x+y,−y. (2)

The R = ±y (T = ±y) denotes a recoil (target) spin quantum 
number ± 1

2 along the y direction.
In order to quantify the differences between the predictions for 

the magnitude of the cross sections between the models A and B , 
we introduce the asymmetry

A[A, B](W , cos θc.m.) =
∣∣∣∣∣

dσ
d�

(A) − dσ
d�

(B)

dσ (A) + dσ (B)

∣∣∣∣∣ . (3)

d� d�
Fig. 1. The energy and angular dependence of the A defined in Eq. (3) between 
the BoGa and RPR-2011 models for γ p → K +	. Also shown are the average 
A(cos θc.m.) = 1

b−a

∫ b
a dWA(W , cos θc.m.) [a similar formula holds for A(W )] in “re-

alistic kinematics” (RK). Realistic kinematics refers to kinematics accessible with 
reasonable statistics by existing experimental facilities and is determined by the 
ranges W ≥ 1.65 GeV and −0.75 ≤ cos θc.m. ≤ 0.85. The 
σ(W ) and 
σ(cos θc.m.)

are obtained by evaluating the γ p → K +	 measurements for dσ
d�

. We calculate 
the relative error 

(

 dσ

d�

)
/ dσ

d�
on an equidistant (W , cos θc.m.) grid, using the data 

from the CLAS Collaboration [25,26]. For each kinematic bin we collect the available 
dσ
d�

data and run a bootstrap algorithm to estimate the error 
(

 dσ

d�

)
. To compute 


σ(W ), for example, we average over the covered cosθc.m. range at given W .

In what follows we use the representative Bonn–Gatchina
(BG2014-02) [17] (BoGa) and hybrid Regge-plus-Resonance [18]
(RPR-2011) models for γ p → K +	 to set the scale of the intro-
duced measure. The BoGa model is a highly sophisticated coupled-
channel model. The RPR-2011 model is a hybrid Regge-isobar 
model for γ p → K +	 with very low number of parameters. Both 
models are fitted to a large data set of cross sections, a sizable set 
of single-polarization observables (mostly P ) and a limited number 
of double-polarization observables. The BoGa and RPR-2011 mod-
els parametrize the γ p → K +	 background very differently at low 
energies. Fig. 1 shows A[A = BoGa, B = RPR-2011](W , cos θc.m.). 
Both models produce comparable cross sections at forward θc.m. . 
The results for A(cos θc.m.) indicate that the deviations between 
BoGa and RPR-2011 grow with increasing θc.m.. This reflects the 
fact that the description of the background (which requires only a 
few parameters) in the RPR-2011 model is physically less justified 
at backward angles [19].

At extremely backward θc.m. and in the threshold region, the 
measurements typically come with low statistics. Good experi-
mental statistics are obtained for W ≥ 1.65 GeV and −0.75 ≤
cos θc.m. ≤ 0.85. In this selected “realistic kinematics” (RK) the 
A[BoGa, RPR-2011] typically clusters around 0.1–0.2. The exper-
imental equivalent of the asymmetry A is the relative error (

 dσ

d�

)
/ dσ

d�
. The results are included in Fig. 1 and are system-

atically of the order 0.06 in both W and cos θc.m.. Comparing the 
A(cos θc.m.) for (BoGa, RPR-2011) with the experimental figure-
of-merit 
σ(cos θc.m.), leads us to conclude that the available 
experimental information from cross-section measurements in 
the γ p → K +	 channel is already contained in the BoGa and 
RPR-2011 models. As a result, further measurements of dσ

d�
for 

γ p → K +	 are unlikely to provide information to further dis-
criminate between the assumptions underlying the “BoGa” and 
“RPR-2011” models.
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Fig. 2. Energy and angular dependence of the distances D [RPR-2011,BoGa] (left) and D [RPR-2011,RPR-2011∗] (right) for γ p → K +	. The RPR-2011∗ differs from RPR-2011 
in that the coupling constant for the D13(1900) resonance has been fixed to zero in the fitting process. Note that the color scales are different in both panels. Also shown are 
the W and cos θc.m. averaged distances D(cos θc.m.) and D(W ). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version 
of this article.)
2. Method for model discrimination in amplitude space

To further improve our knowledge of the physics underlying 
γ N → M B processes, polarization measurements are key [15]. Bi-
linear relations connect the polarization observables to the ampli-
tudes. Therefore, the potential impact of a polarization measure-
ment is not always clear a priori. At given kinematics, a measure-
ment possesses the ability to locally distinguish between two mod-
els (or two hypotheses) if its resolving power is smaller than the 
difference between the two models in amplitude space. Therefore, 
we introduce a measure to quantify the difference between model 
A and model B in amplitude space. All polarization asymme-
tries are insensitive to a global scaling factor Q ≡ ∑4

j=1

∣∣b j
∣∣2, and 

hence, we define the normalized transversity amplitudes (NTA)

a j ≡ b j√
Q

= r je
iα j ( j = 1,2,3,4). (4)

Separating the information on the reaction amplitudes stemming 
from unpolarized and polarization measurements is advantageous. 
Indeed, independently from the size of the cross section, one can 
quantify how well the relative magnitudes and phases of the reac-
tion amplitudes are constrained by the data. In addition, we have 
shown in the previous section that the models have more or less 
exhausted the amount of information that can be extracted from 
unpolarized measurements [10].

All observables are invariant under the global phase transfor-
mation a j → a′

j = a jeiβ (β ∈ R). We define the relative phases 

δ
j
i = αi − α j and introduce the 4D-vector representation of the 

NTA

M = (a1 a2 a3 a4)
T , (5)

which obeys the normalization condition M†M = ∑4
i=1 |ai |2 = 1. 

The 3-sphere in the C4 representation of Eq. (5) can be mapped 
onto a geometrically equivalent 7-sphere in R8. This analogy pro-
vides one with an expression for a distance in C4: the opening 
angle of the position vectors, situated on the surface of the sphere, 
of two models in amplitude space (measured along the sphere de-
fined by the normalization condition). For two amplitude sets MA

and MB corresponding with the models A and B one can define

D[A, B](W , cos θc.m.) = min
[

arccos Re
(
M†

AMB

)]
. (6)
α4(A)
The quantity Re
(
M†

AMB

)
depends on a reference phase. As bi-

linear relations connect the observables to the amplitudes, there 
is one reference phase, α4 say, that is inaccessible. Only relative 
phases can be determined from measurements. Upon inferring the 
relative phases from the data, we set α4 = 0 in the M’s. This 
corresponds to the substitution αi → δ4

i (i = 1, 2, 3). We wish to 
provide a distance measure that is independent of the choice of 
reference phase, so that can it be used both for comparing models 
or for comparing a model with data. Therefore, in a second step, 
one has to get rid of the dependence on the choices made with 
regard to the reference phase α4. To this end, in the definition of 
Eq. (6) we minimize the distance by varying the reference phase 
α4 of MA while keeping all three relative phases δ4

i in both MA

and MB fixed. At each kinematic bin, we are free to vary the ref-
erence phase independently of other bins, since it is an unknown 
function of (s, t).

Fig. 2 shows the kinematic dependence of the D[RPR-2011,

BoGa] for γ p → K +	. The distance between the two models 
grows as W and θc.m. increases. The models differ in their back-
ground parametrization and resonance content. The differences in 
the resonance content are mainly visible at backward θc.m. . Also 
shown in Fig. 2 is the kinematic dependence of D for two versions 
of the RPR-2011 model. Thereby, we study the kinematic depen-
dence of the distance in amplitude space between the full model 
and a model variant where the coupling constant of the D13(1900)

resonance is forced to be 0. This allows us to estimate the ef-
fect of removing a single resonance on the distance measure of 
Eq. (6). At forward θc.m., where the background contributions dom-
inate, we find that the difference is relatively small compared to 
backward θc.m. where the resonance content dominates. The re-
sults indicate that confirmation or rejection of the presence of an 
s-channel resonance R from data in a restricted kinematical range, 
requires experimental resolutions of the order D � π/20 at back-
ward θc.m. and W � MR .

In order to tell two models A and B apart in amplitude space, 
a combined experimental resolution better than the characteris-
tic D [MA,MB ] is required. In Fig. 3 we show the frequency 
distributions of D [MA,MB ], which are derived from ensem-
bles of values over the range in W and cos θc.m. , for four proto-
typical examples of model combinations (A, B). The Kaon-MAID 
(KM) model [20] is a prototypical example of an isobar model 
for γ p → K +	. The KM model has not been refitted to any 
data for the past 15 years, and hence, no double-polarization 
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Fig. 3. Logarithm of the entries of D[A, B] between 4 combinations of two models 
A and B for γ p → K +	 in the realistic kinematical range (see caption to Fig. 1). 
The (blue in the web version) solid line is the corresponding result for the distances 
of random samples in NTA space.

data was included in the fit. This means that only the moduli 
of the amplitudes are constrained, while all phases are undeter-
mined by the data. This is reflected in the fact that the values of 
D [RPR-2011,KM] are significant in amplitude space. To estimate 
the required experimental resolution to identify the resonance 
content, we also show the frequency distribution of D between 
the full RPR-2011 model and a pure Regge model that only ac-
counts for the Reggeized background contribution of RPR-2011. The 
D [RPR-2011,Regge] distribution peaks at considerably larger val-
ues than the D [RPR-2011,RPR-2011∗]. This is a reflection of the 
fact that hunting a particular resonance in a small kinematic inter-
val requires a substantially bigger experimental effort (the results 
point at a resolution which is at least a factor of five better) than 
identifying the global effect of all resonances.

3. Model-independent amplitudes from data

This section deals with a fully model-independent extraction 
of the reaction amplitudes from polarization data. Given a set of 
measurements, this is in principle achievable using the bilinear re-
lations that connect the observables to the reaction amplitudes. As 
the data come with finite error bars it is essential to provide re-
alistic estimates of the uncertainties on the extracted amplitudes. 
We have explored two methods of statistical inference that can 
quantify the propagated uncertainty on the extracted reaction am-
plitudes. Firstly, a frequentist approach, using bootstrapping with 
χ2 minimization. Secondly, a Bayesian approach whereby we ex-
plore the posterior distribution directly.

Given a set of N measured polarization observables {Aexp
i } ≡

{Aexp
i ± 
Ai, i = 1, . . . , N} in a given (
W , 
 cos θc.m.) range, 

a bootstrap method boils down to creating M sets of synthetic data 
{{A( j)

i }} ≡ {{A( j)
i ± 
Ai, i = 1, . . . , N}, j = 1, . . . , M} from {Aexp

i }. 
Thereby, each observable A( j)

i is distributed1 as N (μ = Aexp
i ,

σ = 
Ai). For each of the M sets, the amplitude parameters are 
inferred by minimizing the cost function

χ2
(
M ; {A( j)

i }
)

=
N∑

i=1

(
Atheo

i (M) − A( j)
i


Ai

)2

, (7)

which results in a set of M amplitude solutions

M( j) = argmin
M

χ2
(
M ; {A( j)

i }
)

j = 1, . . . , M. (8)

1 We opt for a normal distribution rather than a beta distribution, since in some 
published data sets, asymmetry values outside the support [−1, 1] range have been 
reported.
The ensemble {M( j)} can be interpreted as the probability dis-
tribution in NTA space of amplitudes that are compatible with 
the data {Aexp

i }. Each χ2-inference is a point estimate of the M. 
Therefore, the most likely reaction amplitudes M are those re-
lated to the global minimum of the χ2 surface. We search for 
this minimum with the aid of a genetic algorithm (GA) followed 
by a gradient minimizer [21]. This strategy with a combination of 
a “rough” and “high-precision” minimizer algorithm, has already 
been successfully applied to a precise determination of resonance 
parameters in Ref. [22].

Another approach to extracting amplitudes from data is to sam-
ple amplitude space and evaluate the log-likelihood function

lnL(M|{Aexp
i }) =

N∑
i=1

ln P (Aexp
i |M) (9)

= − N

2
ln 2π −

N∑
i=1

ln
Ai − 1

2
χ2 (

M ; {Aexp
i }) .

Here again we have assumed that all the polarization observables 
Aexp

i are normally distributed. Upon evaluating the Eq. (9) with the 
Nested Sampling technique, one also obtains the posterior distribu-
tion P (M|{Aexp

i }). The posterior P (M|{Aexp
i }) is the conditional 

probability distribution of M given the available data. Bayes’ the-
orem provides one with a recipe to update one’s prior knowledge 
about P (M) on the true M after including the available data 
{Aexp

i }, which results in the posterior P (M|{Aexp
i }) [23]. The pos-

terior can be obtained by multiplying the likelihood P ({Aexp
i }|M)

with the prior P (M). We use the robust MultiNest version of the 
nested sampling algorithm [24] in order to obtain posterior sam-
ples from distributions that may contain multiple modes and pro-
nounced degeneracies in high dimensions. Both the bootstrapping 
and the Bayesian method described here provide one with a means 
to understand how uncertainties in the measured experimental ob-
servables map onto the probability densities in amplitude space. 
Obviously the quality of those uncertainties are far superior to for 
example the Hessian error bars which are often quoted in papers.

As an illustration of the adopted methodology and to convince 
the reader of the importance of a detailed uncertainty propaga-
tion in parameter inference, we illustrate the result of the boot-
strap method for the extracted a3e−iα4 = r3eiδ4

3 at representative 
kinematics in Fig. 4. Thereby we use synthetic data for four com-
binations of polarization observables. The results indicate that after 
including realistic error bars for a mathematically complete set as 
defined by Chiang and Tabakin [7] one is left with a so-called 
continuous ambiguity with hardly any information about the rela-
tive phase of one of the amplitudes. After including information 
of three more double polarization observables one is left with 
a multimodal distribution for the phase. A unimodal posterior is 
typically reached after including information from ≈ 12 different 
polarization observables with realistic error bars. Including addi-
tional observables now improves the phase resolution via a typical 
1/

√
N behavior, where N is the number of observables in the data 

set. Fig. 4 also includes a scenario with unrealistically small error 
bars. An interesting observation can be made for the considered 
observable sets. Indeed, it appears that the return on investment 
is larger for an effort of measuring a large variety of observables 
with fair accuracy, compared to an effort whereby one measures 
a restricted number of observables with unprecedented accuracy. 
This observation clearly illustrates the importance of a dedicated 
analysis with synthetic data in the planning stage of experiments.

We quantify the uncertainty of the posterior distribution 
P (M|{Aexp

i }) in amplitude space in two ways. First, it is intuitive 
to regard the posterior as a distribution with a central value and 
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Fig. 4. The distribution of a3e−iα4 = r3eiδ4
3 at (W = 1.8 GeV, cos θc.m. = −0.1) as extracted from ensembles of four different observable sets {Aexp

i }. All observables are 
distributed as N (μ = ARPR-2011

i , σ = 0.1). The extracted δ4
3 are displayed by the red circular histogram. The blue dots are the bootstrap samples for r3eiδ4

3 . The red dot and 
the green bar represent the RPR-2011 prediction for r3 and δ4

3 . From left to right, we show the r3eiδ4
3 extracted from various combinations of observables: (i) the complete 

set {Aexp
i }1 = { dσ

d�
, �, T , P , Cx, O x, E, F }; (ii) {Aexp

i }2 = {Aexp
i }1 +{Cz, O z, G}; (iii) {Aexp

i }3 = {Aexp
i }2 +{H}; (iv) {Aexp

i }4 = {Aexp
i }3 +{Tx, T z, Lx, Lz}. We also include the circular 

phase histogram (blue) which results from the same observable sets, but for an unrealistically small error bar σ = 0.01. (For interpretation of the references to color in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 5. The kinematic dependence of the computed 
M given the published γ p →
K +	 polarization data. The grid is determined by (
W = 20 MeV, 
 cos θc.m. =
0.1). The darker the color in some (W , cos θc.m.) grid, the better the underlying 
reaction amplitudes are determined by the data. (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 
article.)

a standard deviation. In Eq. (6), we introduced a distance measure 
in amplitude space that quantifies the difference of two models 
at (W , cos θc.m.). Obviously, in order to tell the different models 
apart, one should aim at carrying out experiments with a resolv-
ing power better than those representative values. In the absence 
of any data, the NTA are uniformly distributed over the surface of 
a unit 7-sphere. In what follows we refer to this distribution as 
the prior π(M). We work out the evolution of the resolution in 
amplitude space reached after combining data from several single-
and double-polarization experiments. Using Eq. (6), the dispersion 
of the ensemble of NTAs can be readily computed from


M =
√〈

(D [M0,M])2
〉

P (M|{Aexp
i }), (10)

where M0 is the central amplitude vector. It can be shown that 
0 ≤ D ≤ π/2. For a given M0, one finds 
M ≈ 1.08 for M dis-
tributed according to the prior π(M). Note that expression (6)
and the 
M are invariant under any unitary transformation of 
the amplitudes. Hence, Eq. (10) yields results which are identi-
cal for all amplitudes bases which are connected through unitary 
transformations. For example, the NTA and the normalized helicity 
amplitudes (NHA) result in identical values for 
M.

Fig. 5 illustrates the current status of 
M given the published 
polarization data for γ p → K +	. Hereby, we use the available 
CLAS {P , Cx′,z′ } data [25–28] and GRAAL {�, T , P , O x,z} data [29,
30]. For W > 1.9 GeV, one obtains larger 
M values, which is a 
reflection of the fact that the GRAAL data extends from threshold 
to W � 1.9 GeV. Inclusion of new CLAS data for �, T , O x,z [31], 
which covers a wider energy range, lowers 
M for W ≥ 1.9 GeV
to values that are comparable to those obtained for W < 1.9 GeV
in Fig. 5. Interestingly, inclusion of the new CLAS data does not 
significantly diminish the 
M values for W < 1.9 GeV. This is 
primarily due to the fact that {�, T , P , Cx,z, O x,z} is not a mathe-
matically complete set of observables.

The standard deviation in Eq. (10) is useful to connect the re-
solving power of experiments to the distance between models (6). 
The second method to quantify the uncertainty of the posterior 
distribution P (M|{Aexp

i }) does not require a central value M0. In 
Ref. [10] it was pointed out that information entropy is a conve-
nient way of quantifying the extent to which one reaches a status 
of practical completeness given a set of measurements. The infor-
mation entropy H(P ) of the posterior P (M|{Aexp

i }) is defined as

H(P ) =
∫

P (M|{Aexp
i }) log2 P (M|{Aexp

i })dM. (11)

We calculate the information gained through measurements rela-
tive to the prior distribution π(M) (which reflects the situation 
of no measured polarization observables)

I(π, P ) = H(π) − H(P ). (12)

A large information gain indicates that a set of measurements ac-
complishes an exclusion of significant parts of the domain of pos-
sible solutions in amplitude space. Since we choose to use base-2 
logs, information is quantified in bits. One bit of information is 
equivalent to decisive information on a boolean decision. For ex-
ample, assume a set of measurements which leaves a discrete am-
biguity, corresponding to two identical, but non-overlapping peaks 
in amplitude space. An additional measurement of which the only 
effect is that it completely excludes one of the two solutions, cor-
responds to an information gain of exactly one bit.

The left panel in Fig. 6 shows the result of a Bayesian inference 
of the reaction amplitudes for a number of observable sets. None 
of the observable sets constitute a complete set. Hence, there is 
an upper value by which the information gain is limited. Using 
the available data, one can at best determine the moduli ri=1,..,4
and two relative phases 

(
δ4

1, δ3
2

)
. It was estimated in [10] that ap-

proximately 21 bits of information gain are required to form a 
well-defined unimodal distribution.

The comparison of the expected data resolution to the bench-
mark model distances are also depicted in Fig. 6. For the available 
data set and W < 1.9 GeV, we obtain 
M ∼ 0.5, which indicates 
that one can locally resolve between RPR-2011 and the Kaon-MAID 
models. Also, the uncertainty on the available data is low enough 
to locally distinguish RPR-2011 and the pure Regge model. Hence, 
even in a limited kinematical region (“locally”), we can at least 
say there is evidence of s-channel resonances in the current data. 
For W > 1.9 GeV, the distance D[RPR-2011, Regge] is less than 
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Fig. 6. (Left) The cos θc.m.-averaged amplitude uncertainty 
M and information gain I for the γ p → K +	 reaction at 1.89 ≤ W ≤ 1.91 GeV. From left to right the number 
of observables included cumulatively grows as indicated on the axis. (Right) The W - and cos θc.m.-averaged model distances D and the anticipated 
M. The D are 
evaluated for four different model combinations. The 
M is shown for amplitude extraction with the published CLAS and GRAAL data (“AV”). The “AV + CLAS” results for 

M include also the as yet unpublished CLAS polarization data. The “ALL” results for 
M are obtained with synthetic data (with realistic error bars) for all 15 possible 
polarization observables. Our choices with regard to the kinematics, number of data points and the size of the error bars are gleaned from the experiments detailed in 
Refs. [32,33]. The RPR-2011 model predictions serve as the central values for generating the synthetic data. For example, to generate 
M(W ) for the observable set “AV”, 
the results in Fig. 5 have been averaged over the considered cosθc.m. range.
the spread 
M of the available data, but similar to the resolu-
tion provided by the new CLAS data in addition to available data. 
Therefore we expect that the new data should be able to tell us 
more about the existence of resonances in the RPR model above 
W = 1.9 GeV, while the effect below this energy is relatively mod-
est. Since background contributions dominate at forward angles, 
D[RPR-2011, Regge] and D[BoGa, Regge] fall from backward to for-
ward θc.m., therefore it is apparent that measurements at backward 
angles contain more information about the presence of s-channel 
resonances. The existence of specific resonances has a very small 
effect in amplitude space at a single (s, t) point. It is also observed 
that measurements of all observables are required to resolve the 
relatively small distance between models differing by one reso-
nance.

Summarizing, we have investigated methods to quantify the 
distance between models in amplitude space. This distance mea-
sure can also be used to estimate in a model-independent way 
how well a given set of combinations of polarization measure-
ments will succeed in constraining the underlying reaction ampli-
tudes.
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